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Abstract: We consider a variety of lattice spin systems (including Ising, Potts and
XY models) on Z

d with long-range interactions of the form Jx = ψ(x)e−|x |, where
ψ(x) = eo(|x |) and | · | is an arbitrary norm. We characterize explicitly the prefac-
tors ψ that give rise to a correlation length that is not analytic in the relevant external
parameter(s) (inverse temperature β, magnetic field h, etc). Our results apply in any
dimension. As an interesting particular case, we prove that, in one-dimensional systems,
the correlation length is non-analytic whenever ψ is summable, in sharp contrast to the
well-known analytic behavior of all standard thermodynamic quantities. We also point
out that this non-analyticity, when present, also manifests itself in a qualitative change
of behavior of the 2-point function. In particular, we relate the lack of analyticity of
the correlation length to the failure of the mass gap condition in the Ornstein–Zernike
theory of correlations.

1. Introduction and Results

1.1. Introduction. The correlation length plays a fundamental role in our understanding
of the properties of a statistical mechanical system. It measures the typical distance over
which the microscopic degrees of freedom are strongly correlated. The usual way of
defining it precisely is as the inverse of the rate of exponential decay of the 2-point
function. In systems in which the interactions have an infinite range, the correlation
length can only be finite if these interactions decay at least exponentially fast with the
distance. Such a system is then said to have short-range interactions.1

It is often expected that systems with short-range interactions all give rise to qualita-
tively similar behavior. This then serves as a justification for considering mainly systems
with nearest-neighbor interactions as a (hopefully generic) representant of this class.

1 While the terminology “short-range” vs. “long-range” appears to be rather unprecise, different authors
meaning quite different things by these terms, there is agreement on the fact that interactions decreasing
exponentially fast with the distance are short-range.
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As a specific example, let us briefly discuss one-dimensional systems with short-
range interactions. For those systems, the pressure as well as all correlation functions
are always analytic functions of the interaction parameters. A proof for interactions
decaying at least exponentially fast was given by Ruelle [21], while the general case of
interactions with a finite first moment was settled by Dobrushin [8] (see also [7]). This
is known not to be the case, at least for some systems, for interactions decaying even
slower with the distance [10,12].

In the present work, we consider a variety of lattice systems with exponentially
decaying interactions. We show that, in contrast to the expectation above, such systems
can display qualitatively different behavior depending on the properties of the sub-
exponential corrections.

Under weak assumptions, the correlation length associated with systems whose in-
teractions decay faster than any exponential tends to zero as the temperature tends to
infinity. In systems with exponentially decaying interactions, however, this cannot hap-
pen: indeed, the rate of exponential decay of the 2-point function can never be larger
than the rate of decay of the interaction. This suggests that, as the temperature becomes
very large, one of the two following scenarii should occur: either there is a tempera-
ture Tsat above which the correlation length becomes constant, or the correlation length
asymptotically converges, as T → ∞, to the inverse of the rate of exponential decay
of the interaction. Notice that when the first alternative happens, the correlation length
cannot be an analytic function of the temperature.

It turns out that both scenarios described above are possible. In fact, both can be real-
ized in the same system by considering the 2-point function in different directions. What
determines whether saturation (and thus non-analyticity) occurs is the correction to the
exponential decay of the interactions. We characterize explicitly the prefactors that give
rise to saturation of the correlation length as a function of the relevant parameter (in-
verse temperature β, magnetic field h, etc). Our analysis also applies to one-dimensional
systems, thereby showing that the correlation length of one-dimensional systems with
short-range interactions can exhibit a non-analytic behavior, in sharp contrast with the
standard analyticity results mentioned above.

We also relate the change of behavior of the correlation length to a violation of the
mass gap condition in the theory of correlations developed in the early twentieth Century
by Ornstein and Zernike, and explain how this affects the behavior of the prefactor to
the exponential decay of the 2-point function.

1.2. Convention and notation. In this paper, |·|denotes somearbitrary normonR
d ,while

we reserve ‖·‖ for the Euclidean norm. The unit sphere in the Euclidean norm is denoted
S

d−1. Given x ∈ R
d , [x] denotes the (unique) point in Z

d such that x ∈ [x] + [− 1
2 ,

1
2 )

d .
To lighten notation, when an element x ∈ R

d is treated as an element of Z
d , it means

that [x] is considered instead.

1.3. Framework and models. For simplicity, we shall always work on Z
d , but the meth-

ods developed in this paper should extend in a straightforward manner to more general
settings. We consider the case where the interaction strength between two lattice sites
i, j is given by Ji j = Ji− j = ψ(i − j)e−|i− j |, where | · | is some norm on R

d ; we
shall always assume that both ψ and | · | are invariant under lattice symmetries. We will
suppose ψ(y) > 0 for all y �= 0 to avoid technical issues. We moreover require that ψ
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is a sub-exponential correction, that is,

lim|y|→∞
1

|y| log(ψ(y)) = 0. (1)

The approach developed in this work is rather general and will be illustrated on
various lattice spin systems and percolation models. We will focus on suitably defined
2-point functions Gλ(x, y) (sometimes truncated), where λ is some external parameter.
We define now the various models that will be considered and give, in each case, the
corresponding definition of Gλ and of the parameter λ.

The following notation will occur regularly:

J̄ =
∑

x∈Zd

J0x , P(x) = J0x/ J̄ .

By convention, we set J̄ = 1 (and thus P(x) = J0x ), since the normalization can
usually be absorbed into the inverse temperature or in a global scaling of the field,
and assume that J00 = 0 (so J̄ = ∑

x∈Zd\{0} J0x = 1). All models will come with
a parameter (generically denoted λ). They also all have a natural transition point λc
(possibly at infinity) where the model ceases to be defined or undergoes a drastic change
of behavior.

We will always work in a regime λ ∈ [0, λexp) where λexp ≤ λc is the point at
which (quasi-)long range order occurs (see (5)) for the model. For all models under
consideration, it is conjectured that λexp = λc.

1.3.1. KRW model Awalk is a finite sequence of vertices (γ0, . . . , γn) inZ
d . The length

of γ is |γ | = n. LetW(x, y) be the set of (variable length) walks with γ0 = x, γ|γ | = y.
The 2-point function of the killed random walk (KRW) is defined by

GKRW
λ (x, y) =

∑

γ∈W(x,y)

|γ |∏

i=1
λJγi−1γi .

λc is defined by

λc = sup
{
λ ≥ 0 :

∑

x∈Zd

GKRW
λ (0, x) <∞

}
.

Our choice of normalization for J implies that λc = 1.

1.3.2. SAW model Self-Avoiding Walks are finite sequences of vertices (γ0, . . . , γn) in
Z

d with at most one instance of each vertex (that is, i �= j 	⇒ γi �= γ j ). Denote
|γ | = n the length of the walk. Let SAW(x, y) be the set of (variable length) SAWwith
γ0 = x, γ|γ | = y. We then let

GSAW
λ (x, y) =

∑

γ∈SAW(x,y)

|γ |∏

i=1
λJγi−1γi .

λc is defined by

λc = sup
{
λ ≥ 0 :

∑

x∈Zd

GSAW
λ (0, x) <∞

}
.

Since GSAW
λ (x, y) ≤ GKRW

λ (x, y), it follows that λSAWc ≥ λKRWc = 1.
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1.3.3. Ising model The Ising model at inverse temperature β ≥ 0 and magnetic field
h ∈ R on Z

d is the probability measure on {−1,+1}Zd
given by the weak limit of the

finite-volume measures (for σ ∈ {−1,+1}�N and �N = [−N , N ]d ∩ Z
d ).

μ
Ising
�N ;β,h(σ ) = 1

Z Ising
�N ;β,h

e−βHN (σ ),

with Hamiltonian

HN (σ ) = −
∑

{i, j}⊂�N

Ji jσiσ j − h
∑

i∈�N

σi

and partition function Z Ising
�N ;β,h . The limit μ

Ising
β,h = limN→∞ μ

Ising
�N ;β,h is always well

defined and agrees with the unique infinite-volume measure whenever h �= 0 or β < βc,
the critical point of the model.

For this model, we will consider two different situations, depending on which pa-
rameter we choose to vary:

• When h = 0, we consider

GIsing
β (x, y) = μ

Ising
β,0 (σxσy) and λ = β.

In this case, λc = βc(d) marks the boundary of the high-temperature regime
(lim‖x‖→∞ μ

Ising
β,0 (σ0σx ) = 0 for β < βc and is > 0 for β > βc).

• When h > 0, we allow arbitrary values of β ≥ 0 and consider

GIPF
β,h(x, y) = μ

Ising
β,h (σxσy)− μ

Ising
β,h (σx )μ

Ising
β,h (σy) and λ = e−h .

Of course, here λc = 1. The superscript IPF stands for “Ising with a Positive Field”.

1.3.4. Lattice GFF The lattice Gaussian Free Field with mass m ≥ 0 on Z
d is the

probability measure on R
Z

d
given by the weak limit of the finite-volume measures (for

σ ∈ R
�N )

dμGFF
m,�N

(σ ) = 1

ZGFF
m,�N

e−HN (σ )−m2 ∑
i∈�N

σ 2
i dσ,

with Hamiltonian

HN (σ ) = −
∑

{i, j}⊂�N

Ji j (σi − σ j )
2

and partition function ZGFF
m,�N

. Above, dσ denotes the Lebesgue measure on R
�N . The

limit μGFF
m = limN→∞ μGFF

m,�N
exists and is unique for any m > 0. When considering

the measure at m = 0, we mean the measure μGFF = limm↓0 μGFF
m . The latter limit

exists when d ≥ 3, but not in dimensions 1 and 2.
For this model, we define

GGFF
(1+m2)−1(x, y) = μGFF

m (σxσy), λ = 1

1 + m2 .
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The 2-point function of the GFF has a nice probabilistic interpretation: let P be the
probability measure on Z

d given by P(x) = J0x . Let Pm
x = Pm

J,x denote the law of the

random walk started at x with killing m2

1+m2 and a priori i.i.d. steps of law P and let Em
x

be the corresponding expectation. Let Xi be the i th step and S0 = x, Sk = Sk−1 + Xk
be the position of the walk at time k. Denote by T the time of death of the walk. One
has Pm(T = k) = (1 + m2)−km2. The 2-point function can then be expressed as

GGFF
λ (x, z) = 1

1 + m2 Em
x

[ T−1∑

k=0
1{Sk=z}

]
. (2)

Thanks to the normalization J̄ = 1, it is thus directly related to the KRW via the identity

GGFF
λ (x, z) = λGKRW

λ (x, z). (3)

In particular, λc = 1 (which corresponds to m = 0) and supx∈Zd GGFF
λ (0, x) < ∞ for

all λ ∈ [0, λc) in any dimension.

1.3.5. Potts model and FK percolation The q-state Potts model at inverse temperature
β ≥ 0 on Z

d with free boundary condition is the probability measure on {1, 2, . . . , q}Zd

(q ≥ 2) given by the weak limit of the finite-volume measures (for σ ∈ {1, . . . , q}�N )

μPotts
�N ;β,q(σ ) = 1

ZPotts
�N ;β,q

e−βHN (σ )

with Hamiltonian

HN (σ ) = −
∑

{i, j}⊂�N

Ji j1{σi=σ j }

and partition function ZPotts
�N ;β,q . We write μPotts

β,q = limN→∞ μPotts
�N ;β,q ; this limit can be

shown to exist. From now on, we omit q from the notation, as in our study q remains
fixed, while β varies.

For this model, we consider

GPotts
β (x, y) = μPotts

β (1{σx=σy})− 1/q and λ = β.

As in the Ising model, we are interested in the regime β < βc, where βc is the inverse
temperature above which long-range order occurs (that is, inf x GPotts

β (0, x) > 0 for all
β > βc, see below). We thus again have λc = βc(q, d).

One easily checks that the Ising model (with h = 0) at inverse temperature 2β
corresponds to the 2-state Potts model at inverse temperature β.

Intimately related to the Potts model is the FK percolation model. The latter is a
measure on edge sub-graphs of (Zd , Ed), where Ed =

{{i, j} ⊂ Z
d
}
, depending on

two parameters β ∈ R≥0 and q ∈ R>0, obtained as the weak limit of the finite-volume
measures

�FK
�N ;β,q(ω) = 1

ZFK
�N ;β,q

∏

{i, j}∈ω
(eβ Ji j − 1)qκ(ω),
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where κ(ω) is the number of connected components in the graph with vertex set�N and
edge set ω and ZFK

�N ;β,q is the partition function. In this paper, we always assume that
q ≥ 1. We use the superscript Bern for the case q = 1 (Bernoulli percolation). When
q ∈ N with q ≥ 2, one has the correspondence

μPotts
β,q (1{σx=σy})−

1

q
= q − 1

q
�FK

β,q(x ↔ y). (4)

For the FK percolation model, we consider

GFK
β (x, y) = �FK

β,q(x ↔ y) and λ = β,

where {x ↔ y} is the event that x and y belong to the same connected component.
As for the Potts model, λc = βc(q, d); here, this corresponds to the value at which the
percolation transition occurs.

1.3.6. XY model The XY model at inverse temperature β ≥ 0 on Z
d is the probability

measure on (S1)Z
d
given by the weak limit of the finite-volume measures (for θ ∈

[0, 2π)�N )

dμXY
�N ;β(θ) = 1

ZXY
�N ;β

e−βHN (θ) dθ

with Hamiltonian

HN (θ) = −
∑

{i, j}⊂�N

Ji j cos(θi − θ j )

and partition function ZXY
�N ;β .

In this case, we consider

GXY
β (x, y) = μXY

β

(
cos(θx − θy)

)
and λ = β.

In dimension 1 and 2, λc is the point at which quasi-long-range order occurs (failure of
exponential decay; in particular, λc = ∞ when d = 1). In dimension d ≥ 3, we set
λc = βXY

c (d) the inverse temperature abovewhich long-range order occurs (spontaneous
symmetry breaking).

1.4. Inverse correlation length. To each model introduced in the previous subsection,
we have associated a suitable 2-point function Gλ depending on a parameter λ (for
instance, λ = (1 + m2)−1 for the GFF and λ = β for the Potts model). Each of these
2-point functions gives rise to an inverse correlation length associated to a direction
s ∈ S

d−1 via

νs(λ) = − lim
n→∞

1

n
logGλ(0, ns).

This limit can be shown to exist in all the models considered above in the regime
λ ∈ [0, λc). When highlighting the model under consideration, we shall write, for
example, νIsings (λ).
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We also define λexp as

λexp = min
(
λc, inf{λ ≥ 0 : inf

s
νs(λ) = 0}). (5)

(Let us note that the infimum over s is actually not required in this definition, as follows
from Lemma 2.2.) It marks the boundary of the regime in which ν is non-trivial. It is
often convenient to extend the function s �→ νs(λ) to a function on R

d by positive
homogeneity. In all the models we consider, the resulting function is convex and defines
a norm on R

d whenever λ < λexp. These and further basic properties of the inverse
correlation length are discussed in Sect. 2.1.

The dependence of νs(λ) in the parameter λ is the central topic of this paper.

1.5. Mass gap, a comment on the Ornstein–Zernike theory. For off-critical models,
the Ornstein–Zernike (OZ) equation is an identity satisfied by Gλ, first postulated by
Ornstein and Zernike (initially, for high-temperature gases):

Gλ(0, x) = Dλ(0, x) +
∑

y

Gλ(y, x)Dλ(0, y), (6)

where Dλ is the direct correlation function (this equation can be seen as defining Dλ),
which is supposed to behave like the interaction: Dλ(x, y) � Jxy . On the basis of (6),
Ornstein and Zernike were able to predict the sharp asymptotic behavior of Gλ, provided
that the following mass gap hypothesis holds: there exists c = c(λ) > 0 such that

Dλ(0, x) ≤ e−c|x |Gλ(0, x).

This hypothesis is supposed to hold in a vast class of high-temperature systemswith finite
correlation length. One of the goals of the present work is to show that this hypothesis
is doomed to fail in certain simple models of this type at very high temperature and to
provide some necessary conditions for the presence of the mass gap.

To be more explicit, in all models considered, we have an inequality of the form
Gλ(0, x) ≥ C J0x = Cψ(x)e−|x |. In particular, this implies that νs ≤ |s| for all s ∈
S

d−1. We will study conditions on ψ and λ under which the inequality is either strict
(“mass gap”) or an equality (saturation). We will also be concerned with the asymptotic
behavior of Gλ in the latter case, while the “mass gap” pendant of the question will only
be discussed for the simplest case of KRW, the treatment of more general systems being
postponed to a forthcoming paper.

A useful consequence of the OZ-equation (6), which is at the heart of the derivation
of the OZ prefactor, is the following (formal) identity

Gλ(0, x) =
∑

γ∈W(0,x)

|γ |∏

i=1
Dλ(γi−1, γi ).

One can see Simon-Lieb type inequalities

Gλ(0, x) ≤ Dλ(0, x) +
∑

y

Gλ(y, x)Dλ(0, y),

as approaching the OZ equation. In particular, this inequality with Dλ(0, y) � Jxy is
directly related to our assumption [A3] below.
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1.6. A link with condensation phenomena. Recall that the (probabilistic version of)
condensation phenomena can be summarized as follows: take a family of real random
variables X1, . . . , X N (with N possibly random) and constrain their sum to take a value
much larger than E[∑N

k=1 Xi ]. Condensation occurs if most of the deviation is realized
by a single one of the Xks. In the case of condensation, large deviation properties of the
sum are “equivalent” to those of the maximum (see, for instance, [14] and references
therein for additional information).

In our case, one can see the failure of the mass gap condition as a condensation
transition: suppose the OZ equation holds. G(0, x) is then represented as a sum over
paths of some path weights. The exponential cost of a path going from 0 to x is always
at least of the order |x |. Once restricted to paths with exponential contribution of this
order, the geometry of typical paths will be governed by a competition between entropy
(combinatorics) and the sub-exponential part ψ of the steps weight. In the mass gap
regime, typical paths are constituted of a number of microscopic steps growing linearly
with ‖x‖: in this situation, entropy wins over energy and the global exponential cost per
unit length is decreased from |s| to some νs < |s|. One recovers then the behavior of G
predicted by Ornstein and Zernike. In contrast, in the saturated regime, typical paths will
have one giant step (a condensation phenomenon) and the behavior of G is governed by
this kind of paths, which leads to G(0, x) � D(0, x) � J0x .

1.7. Assumptions. To avoid repeating the same argument multiple times, we shall make
some assumptions on Gλ and prove the desired results based on those assumptions only
(basically, wewill prove the relevant claims for either KRWor SAW and the assumptions
allow a comparison with those models). Proofs (or reference to proofs) that the required
properties hold for the different models we consider are collected in “Appendix A”.

[A0] For any λ ∈ [0, λc), Gλ(x, y) ≥ 0 for any x, y ∈ Z
d and supx∈Zd Gλ(0, x) <∞.

[A1] For any λ ∈ [0, λc), there exists aλ > 0 such that, for any x, y, z ∈ Z
d ,

Gλ(x, y) ≥ aλGλ(x, z)Gλ(z, y).

This property holds at λc if supx Gλc(0, x) <∞.
[A2] For any x, y ∈ Z

d ,λ �→ Gλ(x, y) is non-decreasing and left-continuous on [0, λc).
This continuity extends to [0, λc] if Gλc(x, y) is well defined.

[A3] There exists α ≥ 0 such that, for any 0 ≤ λ < λc, there exists C ≥ 0 such that for
any x, y ∈ Z

d ,

Gλ(x, y) ≤ CGKRW
αλ (x, y). (7)

[A4] For any λ ∈ [0, λc), there exist cλ > 0 and Cλ > 0 such that, for any collection
� ⊂ SAW(x, y), one has

Gλ(x, y) ≥ cλ

∑

γ∈�
(Cλ)

|γ |
|γ |∏

k=1
Jγk−1γk .

Our choice of λc and of Gλ ensures that [A0] is always satisfied. Assumption [A1]
holds as soon as themodel enjoys someGKS or FKG type inequalities. Assumption [A2]
is often a consequence of the monotonicity of the Gibbs state with respect to λ. The
existence of a well-defined high-temperature regime (or rather the proof of its existence)
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Fig. 1. Left: The unit ball for the norm | · | = ‖·‖1. Middle: the correspondingWulff shapeW with two vectors
t1 and t2 dual to s = (1, 0). Right: the set W with the unique vector t dual to s = 1√

5
(2, 1)

depends on this monotonicity. Assumption [A3] is directly related to the Ornstein–
Zernike equation (6) in the form given in (1.5). It is easily deduced from a weak form
of Simon–Lieb type inequality, see Sect. 1.5. Assumption [A4]may seem to be a strong
requirement but is usually a consequenceof a path representationof correlation functions,
some form of which is available for vast classes of systems.

Part of our results will also require the following additional regularity assumption on
the prefactor ψ :

[H0] There exist C+
ψ, C−ψ > 0 and ψ0 : N>0 → R such that, for all y ∈ Z

d\{0},

C−ψ ψ0(‖y‖1) ≤ ψ(y) ≤ C+
ψψ0(‖y‖1).

1.8. Surcharge function. Our study has two “parameters”: the prefactorψ , and the norm
| · |. It will be convenient to introduce a few quantities associated to the latter.

First, two convex sets are important: the unit ball U ⊂ R
d associated to the norm

| · | and the corresponding Wulff shape

W = {t ∈ R
d : ∀x ∈ R

d , t · x ≤ |x |}.

Given a direction s ∈ S
d−1, we say that the vector t ∈ R

d is dual to s if t ∈ ∂W and
t · s = |s|. A direction s possesses a unique dual vector t if and only if W does not
possess a facet with normal s. Equivalently, there is a unique dual vector when the unit
ball U has a unique supporting hyperplane at s/|s|. (See Fig. 1 for an illustration.)

The surcharge function associated to a dual vector t ∈ ∂W is then defined by

st (x) = |x | − x · t.

It immediately follows from the definition that st (x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Z
d and st (s) = 0

if t is a vector dual to s.
The surcharge functionplays amajor role in theOrnstein–Zernike theory as developed

in [4–6]. Informally, st (s′) measures the additional cost (per unit length) that a step in
direction s′ incurs when your goal is to move in direction s. As far as we know, it first
appeared, albeit in a somewhat different form, in [1].
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Fig. 2. The local parametrization of ∂U in a neighborhood of s0

1.9. Quasi-isotropy. Some of our results hinge on a further regularity property of the
norm | · |.

Let s ∈ S
d−1 and t be a dual vector. Write s0 = s/|s| ∈ ∂U and t̂ = t/‖t‖ ∈ S

d−1.
Let Ts0U be the tangent hyperplane toU at s0 with normal t̂ (seen, as usual, as a vector
space). It is always possible to choose the dual vector t such that the following holds
(we shall call such a t admissible.2) There exist ε > 0 and a neighborhood N of s0
such that ∂U ∩N can be parametrized as (see Fig. 2)

∂U ∩N = {s0 + τv − f (τv)t̂ : v ∈ Ts0U ∩ S
d−1, |τ | < ε},

for some convex nonnegative function f : Ts0 → R satisfying f (0) = 0.
Wewill say that ∂U is quasi-isotropic in direction s if the qualitative behavior of f is

the same in all directions v: there exist c+ ≥ c− > 0 and an non-decreasing non-negative
convex function g such that, for all v ∈ Ts0U ∩ S

d−1 and all τ ∈ (0, ε),

c+g(τ ) ≥ f (τv) ≥ c−g(τ ).

TakingN and ε smaller if necessary, we can further assume that either g(τ ) > 0 for all
τ ∈ (0, ε), or g(τ ) ≡ 0 on (0, ε) (the latter occurs when s0 is in the “interior” of a facet
of ∂U ).

A sufficient, but by no means necessary, condition ensuring that quasi-isotropy is
satisfied in all directions s is that the unit ball U has a C2 boundary with everywhere
positive curvature. Other examples include, for instance, all �p-norms, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.

1.10. Main results: discussion. We first informally discuss our results. Precise state-
ments can be found in Theorem 1.1.

It immediately follows from [A4] that
νs(λ) ≤ |s|.

We say that there is saturation at λ in the direction s if νs(λ) = |s|.
The function λ �→ νs(λ) is non-increasing (see (10)) and limλ↘0 νs(λ) = |s| (see

Lemma 2.1). We can thus define

λsat(s) = sup{λ : νs(λ) = |s|}.
In several cases, we will be able to prove that λsat(s) < λexp. The main question we
address in the present work is whether λsat(s) > 0. Note that, when λsat ∈ (0, λexp), the
function λ �→ νs(λ) is not analytic in λ.

2 When there are multiple tangent hyperplanes to ∂U at s0, convexity and symmetry imply that all non-
extremal elements of the normal cone are admissible.
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Our main result can then be stated as follows: provided that suitable subsets of [A0]–
[A4] and [H0] hold and ∂U is quasi-isotropic in direction s ∈ S

d−1,

λsat(s) > 0 ⇔
∑

y∈Zd

ψ(y)e−st (y) <∞,

where t is an arbitrary vector dual to s.
What happenswhenquasi-isotropy fails in direction s is stillmostly open; a discussion

can be found in Sect. 1.14.

Remark 1.1. In a sense, exponentially decaying interactions are “critical” regarding the
presence of a mass gap regime/condensation phenomenon. Indeed, on the one hand, any
interaction decaying slower than exponential will lead to absence of exponential decay
(e.g., Gλ(0, x) ≥ Cλ J0x by [A4] in all the models considered here). This is a “trivial”
failure of mass gap, as the model is not massive. Moreover, the behavior Gλ(0, x) � J0x
at any values of λ was proven in some cases: see [17] for results on the Ising model and
[2] for the Potts model. On the other hand, interactions decaying faster (that is, such
that supx∈Zd J0x eC‖x‖ < ∞ for all C > 0) always lead to the presence of a mass gap
(finite-range type behavior). Changing the prefactor to exponential decay is thus akin to
exploring the “near-critical” regime.

1.11. Main theorems. We gather here the results that are proved in the remainder of the
paper. Given a norm | · | and s ∈ S

d−1, fix a vector t dual to s and define

�̃(| · |, ψ, t) =
∑

x∈Zd\{0}
ψ(x)e−st (x).

Our first result provides criteria to determine whether λsat > 0.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose [A0], [A1], [A2], [A3], [A4] are satisfied. Let s ∈ S
d−1. Then,

• If there exists t dual to s with �̃(| · |, ψ, t) < ∞, there exists 0 < λ0 ≤ λexp such
that νs(λ) = |s| for any λ < λ0.
• Assume [H0]. If there exists an admissible t dual to s such that ∂U is quasi-isotropic
in direction s and �̃(| · |, ψ, t) = ∞, then νs(λ) < |s| for any λ ∈ (0, λexp).

In particular, when �̃(| · |, ψ, t) <∞ for some t dual to s, there exists λsat ∈ (0, λexp]
such that νs(λ) = |s| when λ < λsat and νs(λ) < |s| when λ > λsat.

Corollary 1.2. The claim in Theorem 1.1 applies to all the models considered in this
paper (that is, KRW,SAW, Ising, IPF,FK,Potts,GFF,XY).

Remark 1.2. Whether λsat(s) > 0 depends in general on the direction s. To see this,
consider the case | · | = ‖·‖4 on Z

2 with ψ(x) = ‖x‖−α with 7/4 ≥ α > 3/2.
In order to determine whether λsat(s) > 0, it will be convenient to use the more

explicit criterion derived in Lemma 4.3. The latter relies on the local parametrization
of ∂U , as described in Sect. 1.9. Below, we use the notation introduced in the latter
section. In particular, λsat(s) > 0 if and only if

∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)(�g−1(1/�))d−1 <∞,
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where we can take ψ0(�) = �−α (remember condition [H0]).
On the one hand, let us first consider the direction s = (0, 1). The corresponding

dual vector is t = s. In this case, one finds that f (τ ) = 1
4τ

4 +O(τ 8). We can thus take
g(τ ) = τ 4. In particular,

∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)(�g−1(1/�))d−1 =

∑

�≥1
�3/4−α = ∞,

so that λsat(s) = 0.
On the other hand, let us consider the direction s′ = 2−1/2(1, 1). The dual vector is

t ′ = 2−3/4(1, 1). In this case, one finds that f (τ ) = 3 · 2−5/4 · τ 2 +O(τ 4). We can thus
take g(τ ) = τ 2. In particular,

∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)(�g−1(1/�))d−1 =

∑

�≥1
�1/2−α <∞,

so that λsat(s) > 0.

The next theorem lists some cases in which we were able to establish the inequality
λsat < λexp.

Theorem 1.3. The inequality λ∗sat < λ∗exp holds whenever one of the following is true:

• d = 1 and ∗ ∈ {Ising, FK, Potts, GFF, XY, KRW};
• d ≥ 2, ∗ ∈ {Ising,Bern} and λ∗c = λ∗exp;
• d ≥ 3, ∗ ∈ {GFF,KRW} and λ∗c = λ∗exp.

Finally, the next theorem establishes a form of condensation in part of the saturation
regime.

Theorem 1.4. Suppose ∗ ∈ {SAW, Ising, IPF, FK, Potts, GFF, XY}. Suppose more-
over that ψ is one of the following:

• ψ(x) ∝ |x |−α , α > 0,
• ψ(x) ∝ e−a|x |α , a > 0, 0 < α < 1.

Then, if s ∈ S
d−1 is such that �̃(| · |, ψ, t) <∞ for some t dual to s, there exists λ1 > 0

such that, for any λ < λ1, there exist c± = c±(λ) > 0 such that

c−(λ)J0,ns ≤ G∗λ(0, ns) ≤ c+(λ)J0,ns .

1.12. “Proof” of Theorem 1.1: organization of the paper. We collect here all pieces
leading to the proof of Theorem 1.1 and its corollary. First, we have that any model
∗ ∈ {SAW, Ising, IPF, FK, Potts, GFF, XY} satisfies [A0], [A1], [A2], [A3], and [A4]
(see “Appendix A”). We omit the explicit model dependence from the notation. We
therefore obtain from Claims 1, 3, and 4 and Lemma 2.1 that, for any s ∈ S

d−1,
• νs(λ) is well defined for λ ∈ [0, λc),
• λ �→ νs(λ) is non-increasing,
• limλ↘0 νs(λ) = |s|.

In particular, setting

λsat = λsat(s) = sup{λ ≥ 0 : νs(λ) = |s|},
it follows from monotonicity that
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• for any λ ∈ (0, λsat), νs(λ) = |s|,
• for any λ ∈ (λsat, λexp), 0 < νs(λ) < |s|.

Via a comparison with the KRW given by [A3], Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 establish that

�̃(| · |, ψ, t) <∞ 	⇒ λsat(s) > 0,

while Lemma 4.1 implies that, when ψ satisfies [H0] and ∂U is quasi-isotropic in
direction s (with an admissible t),

�̃(| · |, ψ, t) = ∞ 	⇒ λsat(s) = 0,

via a comparison with a suitable SAW model, allowed by [A4].
These results are complemented in Sect. 3.4 by the inequality λsat < λexp for some

particular cases (as stated in Theorem 1.3), using “continuity” properties of the models
at λc and the conjectured equality λc = λexp. Whether λsat < λexp always holds or not
is an open problem (see Sect. 1.13).

A proof that a condensation phenomenon (Theorem 1.4) indeed occurs is presented in
Sect. 3.2. It is carried out for a more restricted family ofψ than our main saturation result
and only proves condensation in a restricted regime (see Sect. 1.13 for more details).

1.13. Open problems and conjectures. The issues raised in the present work leave a
number of interesting avenues open. We list some of them here, but defer the discussion
of the issues related to quasi-isotropy to the next section.

1.13.1. Is λsat always smaller than λexp? While this work provides precise criteria to
decide whether λsat(s) > 0, we were only able to obtain an upper bound in a limited
number of cases. It would in particular be very interesting to determine whether it is
possible that λsat coincides with λexp, that is, that the correlation length remains constant
in the whole high-temperature regime. Let us summarize that in the following

Open problem 1.5. Is it always the case that λsat(s) < λexp?

One model from which insight might be gained is the q-state Potts model with large q.
In particular, one might try to analyze the behavior of νs(λ) for very large values of q,
using the perturbative tools available in this regime.

1.13.2. What can be said about the regularity of λ �→ νs(λ)? In several cases, we have
established that, under suitable conditions, λexp > λsat(s) > 0. In particular, this implies
that νs is not analytic in λ at λsat(s). We believe however that this is the only point at
which νs fails to be analytic in λ.

Conjecture 1.6. The inverse correlation length νs is always an analytic function of λ

on (λsat(s), λexp).

(Of course, the inverse correlation length is trivially analytic in λ on [0, λsat(s)) when
λsat(s) > 0.)

Conjecture 1.7. Assume that λsat(s) > 0. Then, the inverse correlation length νs is a
continuous function of λ at λsat(s).

Once this is settled, one should ask more refined questions, including a description
of the qualitative behavior of νs(λ) close to λsat(s), similarly to what was done in [19]
in a case where a similar saturation phenomenon was analyzed in the context of a Potts
model/FK percolation with a defect line.
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1.13.3. Sharp asymptotics for Gλ(0, x) As we explain in Sect. 3.2, the transition from
the saturation regime [0, λsat(s)) to the regime (λsat(s), λexp)manifests itself in a change
of behavior of the prefactor to the exponential decay of the 2-point function Gλ(0, ns).
Namely, in the former regime, the prefactor is expected to always behave like ψ(ns),
while in the latter regime, it should follow the usual OZ decay, that is, be of order
n−(d−1)/2. This change is due to the failure of the mass gap condition of the Ornstein–
Zernike theory when λ < λsat(s). It would be interesting to obtain more detailed infor-
mation.

Conjecture 1.8. For all λ ∈ (λsat(s), λexp), Gλ(0, ns) exhibits OZ behavior: there exists
C = C(s, λ) > 0 such that

Gλ(0, ns) = Cn−(d−1)/2 e−νs (λ)n(1 + o(1)).

This type of asymptotic behavior has only been established for finite-range interac-
tions: see [5] for the Ising model at β < βc, [6] for the Potts model (and, more generally
FK percolation) at β < βc and [18] for the Ising model in a nonzero magnetic field
(see also [20] for a review). We shall come back to this problem in a future work. In the
present paper, we only provide a proof in the simplest setting, the killed random walk
(see Sect. 3.3).

One should also be able to obtain sharp asymptotics in the saturation regime, refining
the results in Sect. 3.2. Let t be a dual vector to s. We conjecture the following to hold
true.

Conjecture 1.9. For all λ ∈ [0, λsat(s)), there exists C(λ, s) > 0 such that Gλ(0, ns)
exhibits the following behavior:

Gλ(0, ns) = C(λ, s) ψ(ns) e−|s|n(1 + o(1)),

In this statement, C(λ, s) depends also on the model considered. Similar asymptotics
have been obtained for models with interactions decaying slower than exponential: see
[17] for the Ising model and [2] for the q-state Potts model. In those cases, the constant
C(λ, s) is replaced by the susceptibility divided by q.

Finally, the following problem remains completely open.

Open problem 1.10. Determine the asymptotic behavior of Gλ(0, ns) at λsat(s).

1.13.4. Sharpness In its current formulation, Theorem1.3 partially relies on the equality
between λc and λexp. As already mentioned, we expect this to be true for all models
considered in the present work.

Conjecture 1.11. For all models considered in this work, λc = λexp.

We plan to come back to this issue in a future work.

1.14. Behavior when quasi-isotropy fails. In this section, we briefly discuss what we
know about the case of a direction s ∈ S

d−1 in which the quasi-isotropy condition fails.
As this remains mostly an open problem, our discussion will essentially be limited to
one particular example. What remains valid more generally is discussed afterwards.

We restrict our attention to d = 2. Let us consider the norm | · | whose unit ball
consists of four quarter-circles of (Euclidean) radius 1

2 and centers at (± 1
2 ,± 1

2 ), joined
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Fig. 3. Left: the unit ball associated to the norm | · | in the example of Sect. 1.14. Middle: the corresponding
Wulff shape. Right: polar plot of the surcharge function associated to the direction s = 1√

5
(2, 1)

by 4 straight line segments; see Fig. 3, left. (The associated Wulff shape is depicted in
the same figure, middle.)

We are interested in the direction s = 1√
5
(2, 1), in which ∂U is not quasi-isotropic.

The corresponding dual vector is t = (1, 0). The associated surcharge function st is
plotted on Fig. 3, right. Observe how the presence of a facet with normal t in ∂U makes
the surcharge function degenerate: the surcharge associated to any increment in the cone
{(x, y) ∈ Z

2 : 0 ≤ x ≤ |y|/2} vanishes. The direction s falls right at the boundary of
this cone of zero-surcharge increments.

A priori, our criteria do not allow us to decide whether λsat(s) > 0, since ∂U (and
thus the surcharge function) displays qualitatively different behaviors on each side of
s. However, it turns out that, in this particular example, one can determine what is
happening, using a few observations.

First, the argument in Lemma 4.1 still applies provided that the sums corresponding to
both halves of the cone located on each side of s diverge. The corresponding conditions
ensuring that λsat(s) = 0 as given in (18), reduce to

∑

�≥1
�ψ0(�) = ∞

for the cone on the side of the facet, and
∑

�≥1
�1/2ψ0(�) = ∞

on the side where the curvature is positive. Obviously, both sums diverge as soon as the
second one does, while both are finite whenever the first one is. We conclude from this
that λsat(s) > 0 when

∑

�≥1
�ψ0(�) <∞,

while λsat(s) = 0 when
∑

�≥1
�1/2ψ0(�) = ∞.

Of course, this leaves undetermined the behavior when both
∑

�≥1
�ψ0(�) = ∞ and

∑

�≥1
�1/2ψ0(�) <∞. (8)
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However, the following simple argument allows one to determine what actually occurs
in such a case. First, observe that, since νs′ ≤ |s′| for all s′ ∈ R

d , the unit ball Uν

associated to the norm x �→ νx (λ) always satisfies Uν ⊃ U . We now claim that this
implies λsat(s) > 0 if and only if

∑
�≥1 �ψ0(�) < ∞. Indeed, suppose λsat(s) > 0.

Then, for small enough values of λ, the boundaries of Uν and U coincide along the
4 circular arcs (including the points between the arcs and the facets). But convexity
of Uν then implies that they must coincide everywhere, so that λsat(s′) > 0 in every
direction s′ pointing inside the facets. But the latter can only occur if

∑
�≥1 ψ0(�) <∞.

In particular, the case (8) implies λsat(s) = 0.
As long as we consider a two-dimensional setting, the first part of the above argument

applies generally, that is, whenever quasi-isotropy fails. The second part, however,makes
crucial use of the fact that s is in the boundary of a facet of ∂U . We don’t know how to
conclude the analysis when this is not the case.

In higher dimensions, the situation is even less clear.

Open problem 1.12. Provide a necessary and sufficient condition ensuring thatλsat(s) >

0 in a direction s ∈ S
d−1 in which ∂U fails to be quasi-isotropic.

2. Some Basic Properties

2.1. Basic properties of the inverse correlation length. A first observation is

Claim 1. Suppose [A1] holds. Then, νs(λ) exists for any λ ∈ [0, λc) and s ∈ S
d−1.

Moreover

Gλ(0, ns) ≤ a−1λ e−νs (λ)n . (9)

The proof is omitted, as it is a simple variation of the classical subadditive argument.

Claim 2. Suppose [A1] holds. For λ < λexp, the function on R
d defined by νx (λ) =

‖x‖ · νx/‖x‖(λ) when x �= 0 and ν0(λ) = 0 is convex and defines a norm on R
d .

Again, the proof is omitted, as it is a standard consequence of Assumption [A1]. Our
third and fourth (trivial) observations are

Claim 3. Suppose [A2] holds. Then, for any s ∈ S
d−1, any x, y ∈ Z

d and any 0 ≤ λ ≤
λ′ < λc,

Gλ(x, y) ≤ Gλ′(x, y) and νs(λ) ≥ νs(λ
′). (10)

Claim 4. Let s ∈ S
d−1. Suppose νs(λ) is well defined and that [A4] holds. Then, νs ≤ |s|.

Finally, we look at the behavior of ν when λ↘ 0.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose [A3] and [A4] hold. Then, for any s ∈ S
d−1, limλ↘0 νs(λ) = |s|.

Proof. Fix s ∈ S
d−1. By [A4], νs ≤ |s|. Let α be given by [A3]. Fix any ε > 0. Then,

let λ <
(
α

∑
y �=0 ψ(y)e−ε|y|)−1. We claim that Gλ(0, ns) ≤ c(λ, ε)e−(1−ε)n|s| which

gives the desired claim. Indeed,
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Gλ(0, ns) ≤ CGKRW
αλ (0, ns)

= C
∑

k≥1

∑

y1,...,yk �=0∑
yi=ns

k∏

i=1
αλψ(yi )e

−|yi |

≤ Ce−(1−ε)n|s|∑

k≥1

∑

y1,...,yk �=0∑
yi=ns

k∏

i=1
αλψ(yi )e

−ε|yi |

≤ Ce−(1−ε)n|s|∑

k≥1

(
λ

∑

y �=0
αψ(y)e−ε|y|)k

.

��
2.2. Weak equivalence of directions. Let us introduce

ν+(λ) = max
s∈Sd−1

νs(λ) and ν−(λ) = min
s∈Sd−1

νs(λ).

The existence of these quantities follows from the fact that s �→ νs(λ) is continuous
(indeed, it is the restriction of a norm on R

d to the set S
d−1).

Lemma 2.2. Suppose [A1] holds. Then, d · ν−(λ) ≥ ν+(λ) ≥ ν−(λ).

Proof. The second inequality holds by definition. To obtain the first one, set s∗ to be a
direction realizing the minimum. By lattice symmetries, all its π/2 rotations around a
coordinate axis also achieve the minimum. For a fixed direction s, denote by s∗1 , . . . , s∗d a

basis of R
d constituted of rotated versions of s∗ such that s =∑d

i=1 αi s∗i with 1 ≥ αi ≥
0. Then, for any n, ns =∑d

i=1 nαi s∗i . So (integer parts are implicitly taken), by [A1],

− logGλ(0, ns) ≤ −
d∑

i=1
logGλ(0, nαi s

∗
i )− d log(aλ) =

d∑

i=1
nαiν−(1 + on(1)).

In particular, limn→∞− logGλ(0, ns)/n ≤ d · ν−. ��

2.3. Left-continuity of λ �→ νs(λ).

Lemma 2.3. Suppose [A1] and [A2] hold. Let s ∈ S
d−1. Let λ′ ∈ (0, λc] be such that

• Gλ′ is well defined.
• There exists δ > 0 such that infλ∈(λ′−δ,λ′] aλ > 0 (where aλ is given by [A1]).

Then, the function λ �→ νs(λ) is left-continuous at λ′.
Proof. Fix λ′ ∈ (0, λc] such that Gλ′ is well defined and s ∈ S

d−1. Let δ be given by
our hypotheses and let I = (λ′ − δ, λ′], and C = − log(infλ∈I aλ). Set

fn(λ) = − logGλ(0, ns).

Then, for any λ ∈ I and n, m ∈ Z>0, fn+m(λ) ≤ fn(λ) + fm(λ) + C . In particular, for
any n ≥ 1 and any λ ∈ I ,

νs(λ) = lim
q→∞

fqn(λ)

qn
≤ fn(λ)

n
+

C

n
.
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Fix ε > 0. Choose n0 such that C/n0 < ε/3 and | fn0 (λ′)
n0
− νs(λ

′)| ≤ ε/3. By left-
continuity of Gλ(0, n0s) at λ′, one can choose ε′0 > 0 such that

| fn0(λ
′ − ε′)

n0
− fn0(λ

′)
n0
| ≤ ε/3

for any ε′ < ε′0. In particular, for any ε′ < ε′0,

0 ≤ νs(λ
′ − ε′)− νs(λ

′) ≤ fn0(λ
′ − ε′)

n0
+

C

n0
− νs(λ

′)

≤ | fn0(λ
′ − ε′)

n0
− fn0(λ

′)
n0
| + ε/3 + | fn0(λ

′)
n0

− νs(λ
′)|

≤ ε,

where we used (10) in the first line. ��

3. “Summable” Case

In this section, we consider directions s ∈ S
d−1 for which

∑

y �=0
ψ(y)e−st (y) <∞, (11)

where t is any vector dual to s. In this case, we first prove that saturation occurs in
direction s at small enough values of λ, whenever the model at hand satisfies [A3]. Then,
we complement this result by showing, in some models, that saturation does not occur
for values of λ close enough to λexp.

3.1. Saturation at small λ.

Lemma 3.1. Let s ∈ S
d−1 and fix some vector t dual to s. Assume that (11) holds. Then,

one can define 0 < λ̃ ≡ λ̃KRW ≤ λc (given by (12)) such that, for any λ ∈ (0, λ̃),
νKRWs (λ) = |s|. Moreover, when d = 1, λ̃KRW = λKRWsat .

Proof. Fix s ∈ S
d−1 and a dual vector t . Assume that (11) holds. Let Gλ ≡ GKRW

λ . Set

λ̃ = min
{(∑

y �=0
ψ(y)e−st (y)

)−1
, 1

}
> 0. (12)
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(Recall that λc = 1 for the KRW.) Suppose λ < λ̃. Let us introduce

Ak(n) =
∑

y1,...,yk∈Zd\{0}∑k
i=1 yi=ns

k∏

i=1
λJyi

= e−n|s| ∑

y1,...,yk∈Zd\{0}∑k
i=1 yi=ns

k∏

i=1
ψ(yi )e

−st (yi ) ≤ e−n|s|(λ
∑

y �=0
ψ(y)e−st (y)

)k
.

Since λ
∑

y �=0 ψ(y)e−st (y) < 1 for all λ ∈ [0, λ̃), the first part of the result follows from

Gλ(0, ns) =
∞∑

k=1
Ak(n),

which is a decomposition according to the length of the walk.
To get the second part of the d = 1 case, one can assume λ̃ < 1 = λc (the claim being

empty otherwise). Without loss of generality, we consider s = 1. The unique dual vector
is t = |1|. Let λ ∈ (λ̃, λc). As λ < λc, ν1(λ) is the radius of convergence of Gλ(z) =∑

n≥1 eznGλ(0, n). It is therefore sufficient to find ε > 0 such thatGλ((1− ε)|1|) = ∞.
The summability of Gλ((1− ε)|1|) is equivalent to the summability of

∑

n≥1
e(1−ε)|1|nGλ(0, n) =

∑

n≥1
e(1−ε)tn

∑

k≥1

∑

y1,...,yk∈Z\{0}∑k
i=1 yi=n

k∏

i=1
λψ(yi )e

−|yi |

=
∑

k≥1

∑

y1,...,yk∈Z\{0}

k∏

i=1
λψ(yi )e

−|yi |+(1−ε)t yi

=
∑

k≥1

(
λ

∑

y∈Z\{0}
ψ(yi )e

−st (y)e−ε|1|y)k
.

Now, f (ε) = λ
∑

y∈Z\{0} ψ(y)e−st (y)e−ε|1|y is continuous in ε on [0,∞), and f (0) > 1
by choice of λ. So, it is still > 1 for some ε > 0, implying the claim. ��
Remark 3.1. The statement of Lemma 3.1 obviously extends to the Gaussian Free Field
via (3).

We can now push the result to other models.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose [A3] holds. Let s ∈ S
d−1 and t dual to s. Assume that (11) holds.

Then, there exists λ̃ > 0 such that, for any λ ∈ [0, λ̃), νs(λ) = |s|.
Proof. Let α be given by [A3]. Set

λ̃ = 1

α
λ̃KRW > 0.

By [A3] and Lemma 3.1, for λ < λ̃′,

Gλ(0, ns) ≤ CGKRW
αλ (0, ns) ≤ ce−n|s|

for some λ-dependent constant c, as αλ < λ̃KRW. ��
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3.2. Prefactor for KRW when λ < λsat. We first show the condensation phenomenon
mentioned in the introduction for polynomial prefactors. Namely, we prove

Lemma 3.3. Let s ∈ S
d−1 and t dual to s. Suppose that ψ(x) = Cα|x |−α and that (11)

holds. Then, there exists λ̃ > 0 (the same as in Lemma 3.2) such that, for any λ < λ̃,
there exists c+ = c+(λ) > 0 such that

GKRW
λ (0, ns) ≤ c+ J0,ns .

Remark 3.2. As st ≥ 0, α > d always implies (11).

Proof. Fix s ∈ S
d−1 and a dual vector t . Denote Gλ ≡ GKRW

λ . Let λ̃ be given by (12)
and fix λ < λ̃. Start as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Define

Ak(n) =
∑

γ∈W(0,ns)
|γ |=k

k∏

i=1
λJγi−1γi = e−n|s| ∑

y1,...,yk �=0∑
yi=ns

k∏

i=1
λψ(yi )e

−st (yi ) ≤ e−n|s|(λλ̃−1)k .

Since λ < λ̃, the inequality above implies that there exist C1, C2 > 0 such that

∞∑

k=C1 log(n)

∑

γ∈W(0,ns)
|γ |=k

λk
k∏

i=1
Jγi−1γi ≤ C2 J0,ns .

Therefore, we can assume that k ≤ C1 log(n). Let γ ∈ W(0, ns) with |γ | = k. Since
k < n, there exists j such that |γ j − γ j−1| ≥ |ns|/k. Then, we can write

Ak(n) ≤ k
∑

y:|y|≥|ns|/k

ψ(y)e−|y|
∑

γ∈W(0,ns−y)
|γ |=k−1

λk
k−1∏

i=1
Jγi−1γi

≤ ke−n|s|ψ(ns/k)λ
∑

y1,...yk−1
|∑ yi−ns|≥|ns|/k

k−1∏

i=1
λψ(yi )e

−st (yi )

≤ C3k1+αe−n|s|ψ(ns)λ
( ∑

y1 �=0
λψ(y1)e

−st (y1)
)k−1

= C3 J0,nsk1+αλ̃(λλ̃−1)k,

where we used |y| ≥ |ns|/k and st ≥ 0 in the second line, the polynomial form of ψ

in the third one, and the definition of λ̃ in the last one. C3 is a constant depending on | |
and α only. This yields

C1 log(n)∑

k=1
Ak(n) ≤ C3 J0,ns λ̃

∞∑

k=1
kα+1(λλ̃−1)k .

Since λ < λ̃, the last sum converges, which concludes the proof. ��
We now show the same condensation phenomenon for a class of fast decaying pref-

actors in a perturbative regime of λ. Namely, we assume that the function ψ satisfies
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[H1] ψ(y) depends only on |y| and is decreasing in |y|.
[H2] there exist c > 0 and 0 < a ≤ 1 such that

∑

y �=0
ψ(y)ae−st (y) <∞, (13)

and, for every n, m ∈ R+ with m ≤ n,

ψ(n)ψ(m) ≤ cψ(n + m)ψ(m)a . (14)

These assumptions are in particular true for prefactors exhibiting stretched exponen-
tial decay, ψ(x) = C exp(−b|x |γ ) with b > 0 and 0 < γ < 1, as well as for power-law
decaying prefactors ψ(x) = C |x |−α with α > d.

Lemma 3.4. Fix s ∈ S
d−1 and a dual vector t . Assume that ψ is such that [H1] and [H2]

hold (in particular, (11) holds for t). Then, there exists λ0 > 0 such that, for any λ < λ0,
one can find c+ > 0 such that

GKRW
λ (0, ns) ≤ c+ J0,ns .

Remark 3.3. On can notice that in the caseψ(x) = Cα|x |−α , (14) is satisfiedwith a = 1.
In which case, c = 2α and (13) is simply (11). The condition is therefore the same as
the one of Lemma 3.3 but the λ0 of Lemma 3.4 is smaller than the λ̃ of Lemma 3.3
(λ̃ = 2αλ0).

Proof. Fix s ∈ S
d−1 and a dual vector t and let ψ be as in the statement. Write Gλ ≡

GKRW
λ . Let c, a be given by [H2]. Let λ0 be given by

λ0 =
(

c
∑

y �=0
ψ(y)ae−st (y)

)−1
> 0.

We can rewrite Gλ as

en|s|Gλ(0, ns) =
∞∑

k=1
λk

∑

y1,...,yk∑k
i=1 yi=ns

k∏

i=1
ψ(yi )e

−st (yi )

≤
∞∑

k=1
λkk

∑

y1,...,yk−1
|ns−∑k−1

i=1 yi |≥maxi |yi |

ψ
(

ns −
k−1∑

i=1
yi

) k−1∏

i=1
ψ(yi )e

−st (yi ),

where we used st ≥ 0. Now, iterating (14) k times yields that, for any k ≥ 1 and any
y1, . . . , yk−1 �= 0 such that |ns −∑k−1

i=1 yi | ≥ maxi |yi |,

ψ
(

ns −
k−1∑

i=1
yi

) k−1∏

i=1
ψ(yi ) ≤ ckψ(ns)

k−1∏

i=1
ψ(yi )

a .

This gives

Gλ(0, ns) ≤ e−n|s|ψ(ns)λc
∞∑

k=1
k
(
λc

∑

y �=0
ψ(y)ae−st (y)

)k−1
.

The result follows since λ < λ0. ��
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As for the saturation result, one can use [A3] to push the result to other models.

Corollary 3.5. Assume that [A3] and [A4] hold. Let s ∈ S
d−1 and t be a dual vector.

Suppose that ψ fulfill the hypotheses of either Lemma 3.3 or Lemma 3.4. Then, there
exists λ0 > 0 such that, for any λ < λ0,

c−(λ)J0,ns ≤ Gλ(0, ns) ≤ c+(λ)J0,ns,

for some c+(λ), c−(λ) > 0.

The use of [A4] to obtain the lower bound is obviously an overkill and the inequality
follows from the less restrictive versions of the arguments we use in “Appendix A”.

3.3. Prefactor for KRW when λ > λsat. In this section, we establish Ornstein–Zernike
asymptotics for KRW whenever there is a mass gap (that is, when saturation does not
occur).We expect similar results for general models, but the proofs would be muchmore
intricate. We will come back to this issue in another paper.

Lemma 3.6. Let s ∈ S
d−1 and λ ∈ (λsat(s), λexp). There exists Cλ = C(λ) > 0 such

that

GKRW
λ (0, ns) = Cλ

|ns|(d−1)/2 e−νs (λ)n(1 + on(1)).

Proof. We follow the ideas developed in [4]. We first express eνs (λ)nGKRW
λ (0, ns) as a

sum of probabilities for a certain randomwalk.We then use the usual local limit theorem
on this random walk to deduce the sharp prefactor.

Let Gλ = GKRW
λ , νs = νs(λ). Since λ < λexp, ν defines a norm on R

d (see Claim
2). Let t̃s be a dual vector to s with respect to the norm ν. We can rewrite eνs nGλ(0, ns)
in the following way:

eνs nGλ(0, ns) =
∞∑

N=1

∑

y1,...,yN∑
yi=ns

N∏

i=1
w(yi ),

withw(yi ) = λet̃s ·yi−|yi |ψ(yi ). Remark thatw(yi ) has an exponential tail, since νs < |s|.
Moreover, w(y) defines a probability measure on Z

d\{0}. Indeed, let ts be a dual vector
to s with respect to the norm | · |. Notice that, for x ∈ R,

∑

k≥1
x |s|keνs k Gλ(0, ks) =

∑

N≥1

∑

k≥1

∑

y1,...,yN∑
yi=ks

N∏

i=1
xts ·yi w(yi )

≤
∑

N≥1

(∑

y �=0
xts ·yw(y)

)N

=
∑

y �=0 xts ·yw(y)

1−∑
y �=0 xts ·yw(y)

.
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The radius of convergence of the series in the left-hand side is equal to 1, whereas the
radius of convergence of the series in the right-hand side is strictly larger than 1, since
w(y) has an exponential tail. It follows that, for x = 1, we must have

∑

y �=0
w(y) = 1.

We denote by P0 the law of the random walk (Sn)n≥1 on Z
d , starting at 0 ∈ Z

d and with
increments of law w, and by E0 the corresponding expectation. We can rewrite

eνs nGλ(0, ns) =
∑

N≥1
P0(SN = ns). (15)

Remark that E0(S1) = μs for some μ ∈ R. Indeed, were it not the case, rough large
deviation bounds would imply the existence of c > 0 such that P0(SN = ns) ≤
e−c max{n,N } for all N . Using (15), this would imply eνs nG(0, ns) ≤ e−c′n , for some
c′ > 0, contradicting the fact that eνs nG(0, ns) = eo(n).

Fix δ > 0 small. On the one hand, uniformly in y such that |y − nμs| ≤ n1/2−δ , we
have, by the local limit theorem,

∑

N : |N−n|≤n1/2+δ

P0(SN = y) = C̃λ

|ns|(d−1)/2
(
1 + on(1)

)
,

where C̃λ > 0 can be computed explicitely. On the other hand, since w has exponential
tail, a standard large deviation upper bound shows that

∑

N : |N−n|>n1/2+δ

P0(SN = y) ≤ e−c2n2δ
′
,

for some small δ′ > 0. Therefore, it follows from (15) that

eνs nGλ(0, ns) = Cλ

|ns|(d−1)/2
(
1 + on(1)

)
,

with Cλ = C̃λμ
(d−1)/2. ��

3.4. Absence of saturation at large λ.

Lemma 3.7. Suppose d = 1 and ∗ ∈ {Ising,Potts,FK,XY}. Then, there exists λ0 ∈
(0,∞) such that 0 < ν∗(λ) < |1| when λ > λ0.

Proof. In all the models {Ising,Potts,FK,XY}, ν(λ) > 0 for any λ > 0 when d = 1.
The claim is thus an easy consequence of the finite-energy property for FK percolation:
bound �FK(0↔ x) from below by the probability that a given minimal-length nearest-
neighbor path γ is open, the probability of which is seen to be at least p‖x‖1β with
limβ→∞ pβ = 1. A similar argument is available for the XY model: set all coupling
constants not belonging to γ to 0 by Ginibre inequalities and explicitly integrate the
remaining one-dimensional nearest-neighbor model to obtain a similar bound. ��
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Lemma 3.8. Suppose ∗ ∈ {GFF,KRW}. Suppose either d = 1 or d ≥ 3 and λ∗c = λ∗exp.
Then, λ∗sat < λ∗exp.

Proof. We treat only the KRW as extension to the GFF is immediate. Suppose first that
d ≥ 3. Then, Gλc(x, y) is finite for any x, y ∈ Z

d and does not decay exponentially
fast. So, ν(λc) is well defined and equals 0. Left continuity of ν and the assumption
λc = λexp conclude the proof.

For d = 1 we use the characterization of Lemma 3.1. By our choice of normalization
for J and the definition of λKRWsat and st ,

2
∑

n≥1
ψ(n)e−n|1| = 1 = λc and

λKRWsat =
(∑

n≥1
ψ(n)(1 + e−2n|1|)

)−1
.

In particular, defining a probabilitymeasure p onN by p(n) = 2ψ(n)e−n|1|, one obtains

λKRWsat =
(∑

n≥1
p(n) cosh(n|1|)

)−1
< 1 = λKRWc .

The conclusion will follow once we prove that λKRWexp = 1. Fix λ < 1 and δ > 0. Then

∑

n∈Z
eδnGKRW

λ (0, n) =
∑

n∈Z
eδn

∑

k≥1

∑

y1,...,yk∈Z\{0}∑k
i=1 yi=n

k∏

i=1
λJ0,yi =

∞∑

k=1

(
λ

∑

y �=0
J0,yeδy

)k
.

By our choice of normalization for J and the fact that J0,y has exponential tails, it is
possible to find δ small enough such that the sum over k is finite, which proves that
λKRWexp = 1. ��
Lemma 3.9. Suppose d > 1 and consider Bernoulli percolation or the Ising model.
Suppose λexp = λc. Then, there exists λ0 ∈ [0, λexp) such that, for any s ∈ S

d−1 and
λ ∈ (λ0, λexp),

νs(λ) < |s|.
Proof. The existence of λ0 follows from Lemma 2.3 and the fact that νs(λc) = 0
which is obtained by equivalence of directions for ν (Lemma 2.2) and divergence of the
susceptibility at λc. The latter is proved for the Ising model and Bernoulli percolation
in [9]. The conclusion follows by the assumption λexp = λc. ��

4. “Non-summable” Case

In this section we consider directions s ∈ S
d−1 for which

∑

y �=0
ψ(y)e−st (y) = +∞, (16)

where t is any vector dual to s. We prove that saturation does not occur in direction s at
any value of λ, provided that the model at hand satisfies [A4].
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Before proving the general claim, let us just mention that the claim is almost imme-
diate when ψ(ns) is not uniformly bounded in n. Indeed, suppose νs(λ) = |s|. Then,
by [A1], Gλ(0, ns) ≤ a−1λ e−νs n (using (9)), while by [A4], Gλ(0, ns) ≥ Cλψ(ns)e−n|s|.
From these two assumptions and the assumption that νs(λ) = |s|, we deduce that

Cλψ(ns)e−n|s| ≤ Gλ(0, ns) ≤ a−1λ e−n|s|,

which implies that ψ(ns) is bounded uniformly over n.
Let us now turn to a proof of the general case.

4.1. Absence of saturation at any λ.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose [A4] and [H0]. Let s ∈ S
d−1 and let t be a vector dual to s.

Assume that ∂U is quasi-isotropic in direction s and that (16) holds. Then, for any
λ > 0, νs(λ) < |s|.
Proof. We use the notation of Sect. 1.9. In particular, we assume that N and ε have
been chosen small enough to ensure that either g ≡ 0, or g vanishes only at 0.

Let δ > 0 and consider the cone Yt,δ = {y ∈ Z
d : st (y) ≤ δ|y|}. When g vanishes

only at 0, we further assume that δ is small enough to ensure that Yt,δ ∩ ∂U ⊂ N (this
will be useful in the proof of Lemma 4.3.)

It follows from (1) that
∑

y /∈Yt,δ

ψ(y)e−st (y) ≤
∑

y /∈Yt,δ

ψ(y)e−δ|y| <∞.

Since we assume that (16) holds, this implies that
∑

y∈Yt,δ

ψ(y)e−st (y) = +∞.

Let TR(s) = {y ∈ R
d : ‖y − (y · s)s‖∞ ≤ R}. We will need the following lemma. ��

Lemma 4.2. For any R > 0 large enough, we have

inf
x∈TR(s)

∑

y∈(x+Yt,δ)∩TR(s)

ψ(y − x)e−st (y−x) = ∞.

This lemma is established below. In the meantime, assume that the lemma is true. Then,
one can find R > 0 such that

inf
x∈TR(s)

∑

y∈(x+Y R
t,δ)∩TR(s)

ψ(y − x)e−st (y−x) ≥ e2C−1λ . (17)

where we have introduced the truncated cone Y R
t,δ = {y ∈ Yt,δ : ‖s‖∞ ≤ R}.

We are now going to construct a family of self-avoiding paths connecting 0 to ns in
the following way: we first set M = n

2R and choose y1, y2, . . . , yM+1 in such a way that

• yk ∈ Y R
t,δ for all 1 ≤ k ≤ M ;

• for all 1 ≤ m ≤ M ,
∑m

k=1 yk ∈ TR(s);
• yM+1 = ns −∑M

k=1 yk .
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Note that, necessarily, s · yM+1 ≥ n/2 and yM+1 ∈ TR(s). We then consider the set
� ⊂ SAW(0, ns) of all self-avoiding paths (0, y1, y1 + y2, . . . , y1 + · · · + yM , ns)
meeting the above requirements.

We thus obtain that, by [A4],

en|s|Gλ(0, ns) ≥ Cλ

∑

y1

· · ·
∑

yM

M+1∏

k=1
Cλψ(yk)e

−|yk |+yk ·t

= (Cλ)
M+2eo(n)

∑

y1

· · ·
∑

yM

M∏

k=1
ψ(yk)e

−st (yk)

≥ (Cλ)
M+2eo(n)

∑

y1

· · ·
∑

yM−1

M−1∏

k=1
ψ(yk)e

−st (yk)(e2C−1λ )

≥ · · · ≥ (Cλ)
M+2eo(n)(e2C−1λ )M = C2

λen/R+o(n),

where the sums are over y1, . . . , yM meeting the requirements for the path to be in �.
The term eo(n) in the second line is the contribution of yM+1 (yM+1 ∈ TR(s) and its
length is at least n/2, so st (yM+1) = o(n) and ψ(yM+1) = eo(n)). For the third and
fourth lines, we apply (17) M times. ��

There only remains to prove Lemma 4.2. The latter is a direct consequence of the fol-
lowing quantitative version of (16), which can be useful to explicitly determine whether
saturation occurs in a given direction; see Remark 1.2 in Sect. 1.11 for an example.
Below, it will be convenient to set g−1 ≡ 1 when g ≡ 0.

Lemma 4.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.1, Condition (16) is equivalent to the
condition

∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)(�g−1(1/�))d−1 = ∞. (18)

Proof. We shall do this separately for the case g ≡ 0 (s0 belongs to the “interior” of a
facet of ∂U ) and when g vanishes only at 0.

Case 1g ≡ 0. In this case, we can find η > 0 such that st (y) = 0 for all y in
the subcone Cη(s) = {λs′ : λ > 0, s′ ∈ S

d−1, ‖s′ − s‖ < η}. In particular, for all
y ∈ Cη(s),

ψ(y)e−st (y) = ψ(y),

from which the claim follows immediately using [H0].
Case 2g > 0. We now assume that g(τ ) > 0 for all τ �= 0 (remember the setting

of Sect. 1.9). For simplicity, let u ∈ Z
d be such that ‖u‖∞ = R and write Cu =

Yt,δ ∩
(
u + TR(s)

)
for the corresponding sub-cone.

Given y ∈ Yt,δ , we write y‖ = y · t̂ and y⊥ = y − y‖ t̂ . In particular, we have

y‖ = |y|‖t‖ − |y| f
(

y⊥

|y|
)

.

This implies that

st (y) = |y| − t · y = |y| − ‖t‖y‖ = ‖t‖|y| f (y⊥/|y|).
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We conclude that

C+|y| g(‖y⊥‖/|y|) ≥ st (y) ≥ C−|y| g(‖y⊥‖/|y|) (19)

where we have set C± = c±‖t‖. Using [H0], we can write
∑

y∈Cu

ψ(y)e−st (y) ≤ C+
ψ

∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)

∑

r≥0

∑

y∈Cu‖y‖1=�

‖y⊥‖∈[r,r+1)

e−st (y)

≤ c1
∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)

∑

r≥0
rd−2e−c2�g(c3r/�).

Let x = 1
c3

�g−1(1/�). The sum over r is easily bounded.

∑

r≥0
rd−2e−C−�g(r/�) ≤

∑

k≥0

(k+1)x∑

r=kx

rd−2e−c2�g(c3r/�)

≤
∑

k≥0
e−c2�g(kg−1(1/�))

(k+1)x∑

r=kx

rd−2

≤ xd−1 ∑

k≥0
(k + 1)d−1e−c2�g(kg−1(1/�)).

Let us prove that the last sum is finite. Let h(k) = g(kg−1(1/�)). Notice that h(0) =
g(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1/�. Since g is convex and increasing, h is convex and increasing
as well. Therefore, convexity implies that

h(1) = h
( 1

k · k + (1− 1
k ) · 0) ≤ 1

k h(k) + (1− 1
k )h(0) = 1

k h(k).

Therefore, we get
∑

k≥0
kd−1e−c2�g(kg−1(1/�)) ≤

∑

k≥0
(k + 1)d−1e−c2k,

which implies the following upper bound
∑

y∈Cu

ψ(y)e−st (y) ≤ c4
∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)(�g−1(1/�))d−1.

Similarly, using the upper bound in (19) (and once more [H0]), we get the following
lower bound :

∑

y∈Cu

ψ(y)e−st (y) ≥ C−ψ
∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)

∑

r≥0

∑

y∈Yt,δ‖y‖1=�

‖y⊥‖∈[r,r+1)

e−st (y)

≥ C−ψ
∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)

1
c6

�g−1(1/�)∑

r=0
rd−2e−c5�g(c6r/�)
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≥ c7
∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)

1
c6

�g−1(1/�)∑

r=0
rd−2

≥ c8
∑

�≥1
ψ0(�)(�g−1(1/�))d−1.

��
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Appendix A: Proof of the assumptions

A.1. Assumption [A1].
Lemma A.1. [A1] holds for: KRW,SAW, Ising, IPF,Potts,FK,XY,GFF.

Proof. The desired inequality follows with aλ = 1 from GKS/Ginibre inequalities for
the Ising and XY models, from the FKG inequality for FK percolation (and thus for the
Potts model using (4)). IPF is the main claim in [15] (still for aλ = 1). For the GFF,
[A1] holds with

aλ = GGFF
λ (0, 0)−1

(for λ < λc). Indeed, using the random walk representation (2),

Gλ(x, y) = λ
∑

n≥0
Pm

x (Sn = y, T > n)

≥ λ
∑

n≥0

n∑

k=0
Pm

x (Sn = y, Tz = k, T > n)

= λ
∑

k≥0

∑

n≥k

Pm
x (Tz = k, T > k)Pm

z (Sn−k = y, T > n − k)

= Pm
x (Tz < T )Gλ(z, y),

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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where Tz = min{k ≥ 0 : Sk = z}. Now, Gλ(x, z) = Pm
x (Tz < T )Gλ(0, 0), from

which the claim follows. The identity (3) implies that the inequality holds for KRWwith
aλ = GKRW

λ (0, 0)−1. For SAW, one has the inequality with

aλ =
( ∑

x∈Zd

GSAW
λ (0, x)2

)−1
.

Informally: from γ ∈ SAW(x, z) and γ ′ ∈ SAW(y, z), build γ ′′ ∈ SAW(x, y) by
following γ until its first intersection with γ ′, denoted τ , and by then following γ ′ back-
ward until reaching y. The remaining sub-paths can obviously be split into two walks
in SAW(z, τ ). Summing over γ, γ ′, one obtains GSAW

λ (x, z)GSAW
λ (y, z). γ ′′ gives the

GSAW
λ (x, y) contribution while summing over τ gives the

∑
τ∈Zd GSAW

λ (0, τ )2 contri-
bution. ��

A.2. Assumption [A2].
A.2.1. KRW, SAW, GFF Since GKRW

λ (0, x) and GSAW
λ are power series in λ, monotonic-

ity is clear. Moreover, their radius of convergence is λc so that, for any λ < λc, these
2-point functions are analytic (and in particular continuous). The result for the GFF
follows trivially from (3).

A.2.2. Potts/Ising models and FK percolation We only discuss the results for FK per-
colation, the claims for the Ising/Potts models following immediately from (4).
For any n ∈ N, �FK

�n ,β,q(0↔ x) is differentiable with derivative equal to

d

dβ
�FK

�n ,β,q(0↔ x)

=
∑

{u,v}⊂�n

(
�FK

�n ,β,q(0↔ x |ωuv = 1)−�FK
�n ,β,q(0↔ x |ωuv = 0)

) ≥ 0,

thanks to the FKG inequality. It follows that �FK
β,q(0↔ x) = limn→∞�FK

�n ,β,q(0↔ x)

is non-decreasing in β.
Let us prove that �F K

β,q (0 ↔ x) is left-continuous. It follows from the FKG inequality

that, for any n ≥ m, �FK
�n+1,β,q(0

�m←→ x) ≥ �FK
�n ,β,q(0

�m←→ x), where {0 �m←→ x} is the
event that 0 and x are connected by a path of open edges inside �m . Therefore

�FK
β,q(0↔ x) ≥ �FK

�n ,β,q(0
�n←→ x) ≥ �FK

�n ,β,q(0
�m←→ x),

where we used inclusion of events in the last inequality. Taking the limits n → ∞
followed by m → ∞, we conclude that the sequence �FK

�n ,β,q(0
�n←→ x) converges to

�FK
β,q(0↔ x). Moreover, remark that

�FK
�n ,β,q(0

�n←→ x) ≤ �FK
�n+1,β

(0
�n←→ x) ≤ �FK

�n+1,β,q(0
�n+1←−→ x),

where we used monotonicity in volume in the first inequality and inclusion of events

in the second inequality. Therefore, the sequence �FK
�n ,β,q(0

�n←→ x) is non-decreasing

and converges to �FK
β,q(0 ↔ x). Each �FK

�n ,β,q(0
�n←→ x) is continuous in β, whence

�FK
β,q(0↔ x) is left-continuous.
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A.2.3. Ising with positive field Let us first prove that GIPF
β,h is non-increasing in h. Fix

β, h ≥ 0 and n ∈ N. For a subset A ⊂ Z
d , let us write 〈σA〉 = μ

Ising
�n ,β,h(σA). Then, the

function GIPF
�n;β,h(0, x) = 〈σ0σx 〉 − 〈σ0〉〈σx 〉 is differentiable in h with derivative

d

dh
GIPF

�n;β,h(0, x)

=
∑

i∈�n

〈σ0σxσi 〉 − 〈σ0σx 〉〈σi 〉 − 〈σ0σi 〉〈σx 〉 − 〈σxσi 〉〈σ0〉

+2〈σ0〉〈σx 〉〈σi 〉 ≤ 0,

where we used the GHS inequality [16]. By taking the limit n →∞, we get that GIPF
β,h

is non-increasing in h (thus non-decreasing in λ = e−h).
Let us now prove that GIPF

β,h is right-continuous in h. Observe that it is enough to prove

that, for A ⊂ Z
d ,μ+

β,h(σA) is right-continuous in h (see [11, Chapter 3] for the definition
of μ+

β,h). Fix h > 0 and let (hm)m≥1 be a non-increasing sequence of real numbers con-
verging to h. It follows from the GKS inequalities that, for any n, m ∈ N, μ+

�n;β,hm
(σA)

is non-increasing in n and that

d

dh
μ+

�n;β,hm
(σA) =

∑

i∈�n

μ+
�n;β,hm

(σAσi )

−μ+
�n;β,hm

(σA)μ+
�n;β,hm

(σi ) ≥ 0.

Therefore, (μ+
�n;β,hm

(σA))m,n≥1 is non-increasing in n and in m. The limits can thus be
interchanged:

lim
m→∞μ

Ising
β,hm

(σA) = lim
m→∞ lim

n→∞μ+
�n;β,hm

(σA)

= lim
n→∞ lim

m→∞μ+
�n;β,hm

(σA) = lim
n→∞μ+

�n;β,h(σA) = μ
Ising
β,h (σA),

where the third identity relies on the fact that μ+
�n ,β,λ(σA) is continuous in h and the

first and last ones from the uniqueness of the infinite-volume Gibbs measure in non-zero
magnetic field (see [11] for instance). We conclude that μ

Ising
β,λ is right-continuous in h

(thus left-continuous in λ = e−h).

A.2.4. XY model Fix n ∈ N and β ≥ 0. Let θx,y = cos(θx − θy). It follows from the
Ginibre inequalities [13] that

d

dβ
GXY

�n;β(0, x) =
∑

{y,z}⊂�n

(
μXY

�n;β(θ0,xθy,z)− μXY
�n;β(θ0,x )μ

XY
�n;β(θy,z)

) ≥ 0.

Therefore, by taking the limit in n, we get that GXY
β (0, x) is non-decreasing in λ = β.

Let us turn to the proof of left-continuity of GXY
�n;β in λ = β. Observe that it is enough

to prove that, for any collection (Mi )i∈Zd of integers such that Mi = 0 for all but finitely
many vertices i ∈ Z

d , μXY
β (cos(Mθ)) is left-continuous in β. Here, we are using the

notation Mθ =∑
i Miθi .
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Fix β > 0 and let (βm)m≥1 be a non-decreasing sequence of real numbers converging to
β. The same argument we used for the Ising model in a field will allow us to conclude
once we know that n �→ μXY

�n;β(cos(Mθ)) and m �→ μXY
�n;βm

(cos(Mθ)) are both non-
decreasing. But this is an immediate consequence of the Ginibre inequalities [13].

Assumption [A3]. The assumption is obviously satisfied for KRW (and therefore GFF
by (3)) and SAW.

A.3.1. Potts/Ising models and FK percolation We prove the inequality (7) for FK per-
colation and use (4) to deduce the result for the Ising/Potts models.
The inequality follows from the finite-energy property of the model and the fact that
x ↔ z implies that there exists y �= x such that (i) ωxy = 1, (ii) y is connected to

z without using the edge {x, y}. Denote this event {y {x,y}c←−−→ z}. It is measurable with
respect to the sigma-algebra generated by {ωe}e �={x,y}. By a union bound, one then has

�FK
β (x ↔ z) ≤

∑

y �=x

�FK
β (y

{x,y}c←−−→ z)�FK
β (ωxy = 1 | y {x,y}c←−−→ z)

≤
∑

y �=x

(
1− e−β Jxy

)
�FK

β (y ↔ z)

≤
∑

y �=x

β Jxy�
FK
β (y ↔ z).

Iterating until y reaches z yields the result with α = 1 in Potts,FK and α = 2 for Ising.

A.3.2. XY model The inequality is proven in [3] for a vast class of O(N )-symmetric
models with C = α = N−1 (more precisely, it is a consequence of [3, Equation (3.13)]).

Remark A.1. The randomwalk representation of [3] for the spin O(N )model gives [A3]
with λ = N−1 as parameter (at fixed β). Moreover, a similar argument as the one used in
the proof of LemmaA.3 gives [A4] for the spin O(N )models with λ = N−1.We did not
include the O(N ) model in the discussion as the lack of correlation inequalities (most
notably [A1]) makes the whole discussion more complicated and less homogeneous.

A.3.3 Ising with a positive field

Lemma A.2. Let β ≥ 0, h > 0 and set λ = β cosh(β)e−h. Then,

GIPF
β,h(x, y) ≤ GSAW

λ (x, y) ≤ GKRW
λ (x, y).

Proof. The second inequality is trivial. The followingproof is bynomeans self-contained.
We refer to [18] for notation and definitions of the objects. We use the same argument
as in [18, Lemma 3.2] with the following replacement of the partitioning over clusters
in the first current: the source constraint implies the existence of a self-avoiding path in
SAW(x, y) using only edges with odd values of the current. The weight of such a path
in finite volume is

Z�g\γ
Z�g

|γ |∏

i=1
sinh(β Jγi−1γi ) ≤

|γ |∏

i=1
sinh(β Jγi−1γi )

by theGKS inequality.A union bound, the samefinite-energy argument as in [18, Lemma
3.2], inclusion of sets and our normalization choice Ji j ≤ 1 yield the result. ��
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A.4. Assumption [A4]. The statement is immediate for SAW.

A.4.1 GFF and KRW The desired inequality follows immediately from the identity (2),
by restricting to self-avoiding trajectories of the random walk and imposing that T − 1
coincides with the time at which y is visited for the first time:

GGFF
λ (x, y) ≥ m2

1 + m2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡cλ

∑

γ∈SAW(x,y)

( 1

1 + m2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Cλ

)|γ |+1 |γ |∏

k=1
Jγk−1γk .

A.4.2 Potts model and FK percolation We prove [A4] for FK percolation and use the
relation (4) between the Potts (and thus Ising) model and FK percolation to deduce the
result for the Potts (and Ising) model.
Let γ = (u0 = x, u1, . . . , uN−1, uN = y) ∈ SAW(x, y) and denote by Oγ the event
that the cluster of x (and y) is given by γ :

Oγ =
N⋂

k=1
{(uk−1, uk) is open} ∩

N⋂

k=0
{(uk, v) is closed for all v �= uk−1, uk+1}.

Since

inf
η∈{0,1}Ed

�FK
β (ωe = 1 |ω f = η f ∀ f �= e) ≥ eβ Je − 1

eβ Je − 1 + q
≥ β Je

eβ − 1 + q
,

where we used the fact that Je ∈ [0, 1], it follows that

�FK
β,q(Oγ ) ≥

N∏

k=1

eβ Juk−1uk − 1

eβ Juk−1uk − 1 + q
·
(∏

v �=0
e−β J0v

)N+1

≥ eβ − 1 + q

β︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡cλ

( βe−β

eβ − 1 + q︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Cλ

)N+1 ·
N∏

k=1
Juk−1uk ,

thanks to the normalization assumption
∑

v J0v = 1.

A.4.3 XY model

Lemma A.3. The XY model satisfies [A4] with cλ = e−β and Cλ = 1
2βe−β .

Proof. We work in finite volume � and take limits afterwards. Define Sx = (S1
x , S2

x ) =
(cos(θx ), sin(θx )), so cos(θi − θ j ) = Si · S j . By symmetry,

μXY
�;β

(
cos(θx − θy)

) = 2μXY
β

(
S1

x S1
y

)
.

Moreover, denoting E� = {{i, j} ⊂ �}, Taylor expansion of the Boltzmann weight
gives

eβ Ji j cos(θi−θ j ) =
∑

n,m:E�→Z+

w(n)w(m)
∏

i∈�
(S1

i )Ii (n)(S2
i )Ii (m),

where w(n) =∏
{i, j}∈E�

(β Ji j )
ni j

ni j ! and Ii (n) =∑
j �=i ni j . Denote ∂n = {i : Ii (n) odd}.
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Use then

∫ 2π

0
cos(θ)a sin(θ)bdθ =

⎧
⎨

⎩
2

�( a+1
2 )�( b+1

2 )

�( a+b+2
2 )

= 2B
( a+1

2 , b+1
2

)
if a and b are even,

0 else,

where � denotes the Gamma function and B the Beta function, to obtain

ZXY
�;βμXY

�;β
(
S1

x S1
y

) = 2|�|
∑

∂n={x,y}, ∂m=∅

w(n)w(m)B
( Ix (n) + 2

2
,

Ix (m) + 1

2

)

×B
( Iy(n) + 2

2
,

Iy(m) + 1

2

) ∏

i /∈{x,y}
B

( Ii (n) + 1

2
,

Ii (m) + 1

2

)
.

Define the weights

W (n, m) = w(n)w(m)
∏

i

B
( Ii (n) + 1

2
,

Ii (m) + 1

2

)
.

Let now n ∈ (Z+)
E� be such that ∂n = {x, y}. A straightforward exploration argument

plus loop erasure implies the existence of a self avoiding path γ ∈ SAW(x, y) such
that n takes odd values on the edges of γ . Fix some total order on SAW(x, y) and
denote η = η(n) the smallest odd self avoiding path in n, which we assimilate with the
function taking value 1 on edges of η and 0 else. One can then uniquely decompose n as
(n − η(n)) + η(n) with ∂(n − η(n)) = ∅. For a function n ∈ (Z+)

E� with ∂n = ∅ and
a path γ ∈ SAW(x, y), we write n ∼ γ if η(n + γ ) = γ . Obviously, n ∼ γ whenever n
is zero on all edges sharing an endpoint with γ . Let then �W be the probability measure
on pairs n, m ∈ (Z+)

E� with ∂n = ∂m = ∅ defined by

�W (n, m) ∝ W (n, m)1{∂n=∂m=∅}.

One finally obtains

μXY
β

(
S1

x S1
y

) =
∑

γ∈SAW(x,y)

�W

( |γ |∏

k=1

β Jγk−1γk

nγk−1γk + 1

×
|γ |∏

k=0

�
( Iγk (n)+1

2 + 1
)
�

( Iγk (n)+Iγk (m)+2
2

)

�
( Iγk (n)+1

2

)
�

( Iγk (n)+Iγk (m)+2
2 + 1

)�{n∼γ }
)

≥ C
∑

γ∈SAW(x,y)

|γ |∏

k=1
Cβ Jγk−1γk �W

( |γ |∏

k=0
�{Iγk (n)=Iγk (m)=0}

)
,

where C = �(3/2)�(1)
�(1/2)�(2) = 1

2 . For a fixed γ ∈ SAW(x, y) and s ∈ [0, 1], define ZXY,s
�;β the

partition function of the XY model with coupling constants on edges touching sites of
γ multiplied by s. One then has

�W

( |γ |∏

k=0
1{Iγk (n)=Iγk (m)=0}

)
= ZXY,0

�;β
ZXY,1

�;β
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= exp

⎛

⎝−
∫ 1

0
ds

∑

{i, j}∩γ �=∅

β Ji jμ
XY
�;β(cos(θi − θ j ))

⎞

⎠ ≥ e−β(|γ |+1),

which concludes the proof. ��

A.4.4 Ising with a positive field

Lemma A.4. IPF satisfies [A4] with cλ = 1 and Cλ = 1
2βe−βλ.

Proof. We again proceed in a non-self-contained manner and refer to [18] for the nota-
tion.Let� ⊂ SAW(x, y).We start from the random-current representationofGIPF

β,h(x, y)

in finite volume (see [18, (9)]). Restrict the sum over clusters of 0 that are SAWs in �

to obtain

GIPF
β,h(0, x) = lim

�→Zd

∑

γ∈�

|γ |∏

i=1
sinh(β Jγi ,γi−1)

Z2
�\γ̄
Z2

�

,

where γ̄ is the set of vertices in γ together with all edges touching γ .
For any fixed γ , define then Z�,s,t for s ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [0, h] by multiplying the coupling
constants of edges touching sites of γ by s and by setting the magnetic field at sites of
γ to be t . On then has

Z�\γ̄
Z�

= 2−|γ |Z�,0,0

Z�,1,h
= 2−|γ | Z�,0,0

Z�,0,h

Z�,0,h

Z�,1,h
.

We can then differentiate/integrate to get

Z�,0,0

Z�,0,h
= exp

⎛

⎝−
∫ h

0

∑

i∈γ
μ�,0,t (σi )dt

⎞

⎠ ≥ e−h|γ |.

In the same line of idea,

Z�,0,h

Z�,1,h
= exp

⎛

⎝−
∫ 1

0

∑

i∈γ, j /∈γ
β Ji jμ�,s,h(σi )ds

⎞

⎠ ≥ e−β|γ |.

Combining all these, one gets

GIPF
β,h(0, x) ≥

∑

γ∈�

|γ |∏

i=1
2−1β Jγi ,γi−1e−βe−h .

��
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